STUDENT SUCCESS

Black Male Academic Procrastination: It’s NOT About Time!
Pamela Saulsberry and William McCown, ULM
Theater

LA REACH and Urgent Interventions: Through the Lens of Louisiana Youth
Alma Stewart Allen, L CHE and Pastor Anthony C. Allen
Reception Hall

CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

What’s Your Story: Personal Branding for Career Success
Paul Thomas, UL Lafayette
Spirit Hall

Financial Literacy - (RFL Scholars & Students)
Reggie Wheeler, Horace Mann
ULM Hangar Ballroom A

SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Guiding Black Males to Success through Participation in Fraternity Life
Kedrick Nicholas, McNeese; Gabe Willis, Southeastern; and
Ruben Henderson, UL Lafayette
Cypress Hall
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
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STUDENT SUCCESS

Real Talk: Conversations with Black Males on Leadership and Rules of Engagement
Ruben Henderson, UL Lafayette; Caleb Franklin, UL Lafayette; JaDeric Talbert, Grambling; Ebenezer Aggrey, Northwestern; and Lance Jones, Nicholls
Ballroom A

A Skills Based Approach to Equity in Learning
Nathan Lippe, Coursera and Lindsey Vincent, Louisiana Tech
Ballroom B

Trust the Voice Within - (RFL Scholars & Students)
Ahmaad Solmone, ULM
ULM Library, 7th Floor

CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

LADO HE (Louisiana Association of Diversity Officers in Higher Education) Information Session
Elizabeth Hornsby, Michael Snowden, and Kedrick Nicholas, LADO HE
Ballroom C

SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Open Conversations and Cultivating an Environment for Black Male Student Success
Jeffrey Wright, Dan McCarthy, Kiwana McClung, and Caprice Ieyoub from the Universities of Louisiana Management & Leadership Institute
Ballroom D
STUDENT SUCCESS

Black Men - Let’s Talk About Mental Health
Gabe Willis and Curtis Meyers, Southeastern
Ballroom A

Building Belongingness through Innovative Teaching
Joyce Zhou, ULM
Ballroom B

The Secret Sauce: What Athletics Programs do to Support the Retention and Persistence of Black Males
Kedrick Nicholas, McNeese
Ballroom D

How to be an Overnight Success - (RFL Scholars & Students)
Michael Snowden, Northwestern
ULM Library, 7th Floor

CAREER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Financial Literacy 101
Robert Braun, Julie Stovall and Brianna Gibson, Southeastern
Ballroom E

SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Data Trends and Job Attainment Among Black Male Graduates in the University of Louisiana System
Jerry Parker and Elizabeth Hornsby, Southeastern
Ballroom C